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Edge Contrast Failure Analysis on Vision Angle of
Human Eyes for Curve Displays

Bor-Jiunn Wen and T. S. Liu

Abstract—For curve displays, the purpose of this study is to
present edge contrast failure analysis (ECFA) method on the
vision angle of human eyes. In order to analyze edge contrast of
curve display images, a flexible cholesteric liquid crystal display
is bent for different radii of curvature by using a flexible-charac-
teristic inspection system. To simulate the human eye factors, a
charge-coupled device colorimeter is utilized based on ECFA to
analyze a maximum vision angle of human eyes with respect to
curve displays under different radii of curvature. According to
analysis results, a designer or maker of curve displays can design
large-vision-angle and comfortable curve-display products for
human being.

Index Terms—Curve display, edge contrast failure analysis
(ECFA), flexible cholesteric liquid crystal display, flexible-charac-
teristic inspection system, vision angle of human eyes.

I. INTRODUCTION

W ITH rapid advance in semiconductor technology as well
as in panel display industry, designs for all kinds of

electronic consumer products, including cellular phones, note-
book computers, monitor display, and other digital household
appliances are becoming more and more diversified. Nowadays,
flat panel displays can not satisfy people who demand for com-
fortable lifestyle. In response to customer requests, a 360 cylin-
drical display or a curve display with better viewing angle en-
ables the audience to watch a high quality image from a large
range of viewing angles. Compared with flat panel displays, ac-
cording to [1] with a viewing angle within 15 , a curve display
can avoid head movement. For advertising usage, 360 cylin-
drical displays maximize the precious space of people sight, so
as to achieve the best possible advertising effectiveness. Unfor-
tunately, when a person stands at a fixed place and watches a
curve display, he can not see a clear whole view of images on the
curve display. The reason is that some parts of the reflective or
emissive lights from pictures and characters on the curve display
can not go into human eyes according to the law of reflection [2].
For image assessment, the contrast-sensitivity function (CSF) is
usually utilized for a measure of fundamental spatio–chromatic
properties of the human visual system [3], [4]. For example, a
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high image contrast at higher spatial frequencies demonstrates
the observer’s ability to see lines and edges in detail. As a re-
sult, when an image has a low edge contrast, a clear view of
the image is not easy to be recognized by human eyes. Because
few lights from pictures and characters at some vision angles
go into human eyes, the edge contrasts are too low to exhibit a
clear whole view on the curve display, where the vision angle
of human eyes is double of the angle between the normal of the
curve display and the center position of the image. The vision
angle of human eyes depends on radii of curvature of curve dis-
plays and the distance between human eyes and curve display.
Accordingly, it is desired to design radii of curvature of curve
displays to maintain edge contrasts of pictures and characters for
a large vision angle of human eyes. Although the inspection of
flat-panel-display contrast is a mature technique [5], there is no
literature dealing with edge contrast analysis for curve displays.
In addition, many studies have found visual factors that differ-
entiate dyslexic from normal readers, including sensitivity to
contrast [6]–[8]. To analyze vision contrast, letter identification
is used frequently in practical assessment [9], [10], including
the measurement of visual acuity at high contrast [11] and low
contrast [12], as well as the measurement of contrast sensitivity
using large [13] and small [14] letter sizes. Scoring procedures
have been proposed that are based on the number of individual
letters that are identified correctly [15], [16]. However, a com-
plicated letter-image identification process is required for vision
contrast analysis by using instruments whether all letters are
equally identifiable in these measurements [17], [18]. Therefore,
this study creates a novel edge contrast failure analysis (ECFA)
method on vision angle of human eyes with respect to curve dis-
plays. In order to analyze edge contrast of curve display images,
a flexible cholesteric liquid crystal display (Ch-LCD) is bent for
different radii of curvature by using a flexible-characteristic in-
spection system (FCIS) [19]. Different widths of line patterns
are presented on a 6 flexible Ch-LCD. To simulate the human
eye factors, a charge-coupled device (CCD) colorimeter is uti-
lized based on ECFA to analyze the edge contrast of different
widths of line patterns on curve displays under different radii
of curvature for a maximum vision angle of human eyes. The
theory, simulation and experimental results of ECFA for the vi-
sion angle of human eyes are presented in this study. According
to analysis results, a designer or maker of curve displays can de-
sign large-vision-angle and comfortable curve-display products.

II. THEORY OF EDGE CONTRAST FAILURE ANALYSIS

Consider a vision model of human eyes based on a curve dis-
play with line-pattern images as shown in Fig. 1.

In this model, the focal plane of a human eye is on the -axis
plane with a vision angle. Assume that line patterns on the curve
display are projected on the focal plane in the vision model of
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Fig. 1. Vision model of human eyes with respect to curve display with line-
pattern images.

human eyes. A vision angle of a human eye at angle
is double of the angle between the normal of the curve display
and the image center projected on -axis where
is a human viewing angle. In practice, the concave and convex
models have the same optical-geometry inference. In this study,
a vision model of human eyes based on a concave curve display
is analyzed by using ECFA. In Fig. 1, slash areas are line pat-
terns under r radius of curvature of the curve display and the
width of each line pattern is S. The width of the line pattern at

angle projected on the -axis is denoted as . Accordingly,

(1)

where . Since

(2)

Equation (2) is rewritten as

(3)

where and . Therefore, by assuming that
and , (1) leads to

(4)

Since where is the
center position of the line pattern projected on the -axis, one
has

(5)

Substituting (5) into (4) gives

(6)

Accordingly, depends on with given and . When
an edge contrast of the line pattern decreases to one level,
becomes small and does not maintain the original width. Here
the original width is the width of each line pattern . The level
is called edge contrast failure analysis limitation (ECFAL). In
other words, when a decreasing is smaller than ECFAL,
it is easy for human eyes to judge the difference between de-
creasing and . According to [20], visual acuity of human
eyes (VAHE) is a measure of the spatial resolution of the vi-
sual processing system for human eyes. For example, when the
size of an image is smaller than VAHE, it can not be recognized
by human eyes. Therefore, in ECFA, the difference between the

and ECFAL represents VAHE depending on the distance be-
tween the focal plane of a human eye and human eyes. It implies
that when is between and ECFAL, is still recognized
as .

Accordingly, ECFAL is defined in this study as

(7)

where VAHE is a visual acuity of human eyes. Substituting (7)
into (6) gives

(8)

Solving (8) gives

(9)

As a result, the difference between line patterns is not easy
to judge for human eyes within the range between two
solutions. The maximum vision angle of human eyes is obtained
as

(10)

where is the distance between human eyes and the projecting
plane. To avoid head movement, it requires a viewing angle
within 15 for curve displays [1]. Therefore, in the vision
model of human eyes

(11)
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Fig. 2. Line patterns on 30-dpi-resolution flexible Ch-LCD.

where is the width of the focus plane of human eyes and
is the width of the curve display. In other words, the limitation
of ECFA is

(12)

Using (10), a designer or maker of curve displays can design
optimal and magnitudes of curve-display products for a
large vision angle of human eyes by using ECFA.

III. MEASUREMENT APPARATUS

In order to analyze a maximum vision angle of human eyes
with respect to curve displays under different radii of curvature
by using ECFA, a two-color 30-dpi-resolution flexible Ch-LCD
is utilized. According to [21], any stimulus to the visual system
can be described by visual size, luminance contrast, color dif-
ference, retinal image quality, and retinal illumination. Because
flexible Ch-LCDs are reflective displays, a good measurement
geometry to overcome noises of retinal image quality and il-
lumination for measuring optical properties is important [5].
Therefore, this study designs 1, 2, 4, 8 and 16-pixel widths
of line patterns to present on a 6 30-dpi-resolution flexible
Ch-LCD for different visual sizes, as shown in Fig. 2.

According to [22] and [5], two large-diffuse D65 light sources
are utilized to provide a 500 lux with 95% uniform illumination
on a 10 cm flat square in 500 mm front of a CCD colorimeter
(AMA 400 KC), as shown in Fig. 3.

To simulate the human eye factors, in Fig. 3, two light
sources are placed at 45 incidence angles. In addition, a
flexible Ch-LCD is fixed at 500 mm along a normal direction
of the curve display by using a six-axis motion stage with a
feedback signal of a laser rangefinder. The maximum horizontal
viewing angle with a 6 flexible Ch-LCD in 500 mm front
of the colorimeter is 6.6 in this measurement apparatus.
Therefore, according to (12)

(13)

satisfies the limitation of ECFA. Because the depth of focus of
the colorimeter is 200 mm and the focal plane is at the peak
or trough of the Ch-LCD, this study can catch all images of
the Ch-LCD under different radii of curvature. Moreover, there
are several sources of error associated with array detectors in
practice [5]. To reduce image error, the colorimeter is calibrated
in compliance with [5] for a flat-field correction by using a
5-cm-radius exit port of an integrating sphere with 99% uni-
form luminance in this study. In addition, an FCIS [19] is used
to control radii of curvature of flexible Ch-LCDs.

Fig. 3. Measurement geography apparatus for ECFA.

Fig. 4. Visual acuity model of human eyes.

IV. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

This section deals with a vision model of human eyes de-
scribed by Section II. In order to validate the novel ECFA
method for human vision angle, this study investigates sim-
ulation and experimental results of a vision measurement
apparatus of human eyes based on the ECFA method described
in Section III. According to [23], the standard definition of
normal visual acuity of human eyes is the ability to resolve a
spatial pattern separated by a visual angle of one minute of arc.
Since one degree contains 60 minutes, a visual angle of one
minute of arc is 1/60th of a degree. Therefore, assume a visual
acuity model of human eyes as shown in Fig. 4.

According to Section III and [23], both and in (10) equal
to 500 mm and is 1/60 in Fig. 4. As a result, mm
is prescribed as VAHE in this study. In simulations and ex-
periments, 1-pixel-width line patterns are utilized for high
resolution measurements of human vision angles. Therefore,

in (10) is 0.85 mm. Suppose that a concave bending for a
Ch-LCD display is a positive curve-radius condition, whereas a
convex bending is a negative curve-radius condition. Therefore,
based on theoretical derivation of ECFA in Section II with

mm and mm, (10) concerning the
maximum vision angle of human eyes is utilized for simulating
a vision model of human eyes with different radii of curva-
ture. Accordingly, the numerical simulation of the maximum
vision angle of human eyes is carried out by using a MATLAB
software.

In experiments, a colorimeter is utilized with a measurement
apparatus described in Section III. Firstly, a 6 30-dpi-resolu-
tion Ch-LCD with line patterns is bent for one radius of curva-
ture by FCIS. Secondly, a colorimeter captures an image of the
Ch-LCD and then grabs one-dimension line image, as shown in
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Fig. 5. (a) One-dimension line image grab of flexible Ch-LCD under 80 mm
radius of curvature; one-dimension line image signals: (b) before and (c) after
employing the Fourier transform, Gaussian filter, and inverse Fourier transform.

Fig. 5(a). In Fig. 5, the Ch-LCD is bent for 80 mm radius of cur-
vature. Thirdly, according to the law of reflection [2], because
nonuniform illumination induces low frequency noise and low
edge contrasts under different radii of curvature on the center
position of the Ch-LCD, this study applies the Fourier transform
and Gaussian filter defined by [24] for the line image to reduce
image noise and enhance line image signals on the center posi-
tion of the Ch-LCD. Fig. 5(b) and (c) shows one-dimension line
image signals before and after employing the Fourier transform,
Gaussian filter, and inverse Fourier transform, respectively. In
Fig. 5(b) and (c), a full-width at half-maximum is a width of the
line pattern.

Fourthly, the positions of line patterns are obtained by solving
the solutions when the relative intensity of the line pattern is
zero. The difference between a solution and the next solution is
the width of the line pattern. Fifthly, transform the positions of
line patterns into human viewing angles and let a human vision
angle be zero at maximum . Sixthly, in Fig. 1, when

is less and less than or greater and greater than r, be-
comes larger and larger than . In other words, according to
(6), when is larger and larger than , becomes
smaller than . Accordingly, (6) and are parabola
equations and also second-order polynomial equations. As a re-
sult, a fitting curve of human viewing angles versus widths of
line patterns is obtained by applying a second-order polynomial
fitting. Finally, a vision angle threshold of human eyes is cal-
culated by using ECFAL. As a result, a maximum vision angle
of human eyes is obtained when the width of line patterns is
ECFAL. Fig. 6 shows the procedure of measuring the vision
angle of human eyes for flexible Ch-LCDs by using ECFA.

Fig. 7 depicts the measurement result of human viewing angle
for a flexible Ch-LCD at 80 mm radius of curvature by using
ECFA. In Fig. 7, the black dots represent measurement data
of line patterns, the blue solid line is line-pattern fitting curve,
and the red broken line is ECFAL. Simulation and experimental
results of measuring a maximum vision angle of human eyes
under different radii of curvature by using ECFA are shown
in Fig. 8. The blue solid line represents a simulation result,
and the red dots are the experimental results. Because the max-
imum horizontal viewing angle in this measurement apparatus

Fig. 6. Procedure of measuring the vision angle of human eyes for flexible
Ch-LCDs by using ECFA.

Fig. 7. Measurement result of human viewing angle for a flexible Ch-LCD at
80 mm radius of curvature by using ECFA.

described in Section III is 6.6 and a flexible Ch-LCD is not
bent to smaller than 10 mm radius of curvature by using FCIS,
simulation results are presented from 105 mm to 10 mm
radii of curvature and from 10 to 105 mm radii of curvature.

According to simulation and experimental results, the fol-
lowing conclusions are drawn.

1) Simulation and experimental results validate the proposed
ECFA method on vision angles of human eyes based on the
measurement apparatus described in Section III.
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Fig. 8. Simulation and experimental results of maximum vision angle of human
eyes.

TABLE I
SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF MAXIMUM VISION ANGLE OF

HUMAN EYES CORRESPONDING TO RADII OF CURVATURE

2) In Fig. 7, there are some larger measurement errors near the
center of the Ch-LCD under concave 80 mm radius of cur-
vature. The reason is that nonuniform illumination under
concave conditions is easy to induce low edge contrasts and
image noise on the center image of the flexible Ch-LCD.
According to Figs. 5(b) and (c), although the Fourier trans-
form, Gaussian filter, and inverse Fourier transform can re-
duce image noise and enhance line image signals on the
center position of the Ch-LCD, other image noise is also
enhanced by enhancing line image signals. Therefore, low
edge contrasts and image noise on the center image of the
Ch-LCD result in larger measurement errors.

3) Table I depicts simulation and experimental results in mea-
suring a maximum vision angle of human eyes by using
ECFA. In Table I, differences between simulation and ex-
perimental results are larger than the others when a flexible
Ch-LCD is under smaller concave radius of curvature. The
reason is the same as Conclusion 2.

4) Although after image processing there is still some noise
on measurement results due to nonuniform illumination
under different radii of curvature and measurement distur-
bance signals, experimental results are consistent with sim-
ulation results. Accordingly, this study has presented an ef-
fective measurement method dealing with the vision angle
of human eyes with respect to curve displays.

5) To catch the whole images of concave or convex curve
displays, the depth of focus of the CCD requires greater
than width sizes of curve displays.

6) According to the simulation and experimental results,
ECFA is a useful analysis method concerning vision angle
of human eyes for curve displays.

V. CONCLUSION

This study has presented a new analysis method ECFA
dealing with vision angles of human eyes for curve displays
according to simulation and experimental results. In addition,
this study also has presented an effective measurement method
for vision angles of human eyes. Accordingly, a designer or
maker of curve displays can design large-vision-angle and
friendly curve-display products for human being by using this
measurement method and ECFA.
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